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Welfare tmplications of an income tax paid by emigrant skilled workers are analyzed in a model 
which assumes international capital mobility and allows for unemployed labor in the modern 
sector of a developing country. The tax discourages overinvestment in education and also 
contributes to the welfare of those remaining through the direct revenue effect. However, 
expected earnings of unskilled wcrkers decline as a result of the tax, while those of non- 
migrant skilled workers rise. The tax may thus exacerbate domestic income inequality. In 
addition, modern sector employment, output, and capital stock may faI 

1. Iutroductiou 

Neoclassical analysis of the brain drain leads to the laissez-faire ct!nclusion 

that emigration of skilled workers in response to economic incen!ives increases 
world income without reducing the welfare of those left behind. 1 Tais conclusion 
is undermined by the existence of distortions or externalities which are trouble- 
some for al;y free market policy. For example, in a model which relaxes the neo- 
classical full employment assumption, Bhagwati and Hamada (1974) have shoNn 
that when wages are set exogenously and education is available to all who wish it, 
brain drain may well be deleterious even if each factor is paid its marginal 
product. Bhagwati (1972) has proposed :1 surtax to be paid by emigrar;t skilled 
workers to their country of origin, and Bhagwat.i and Delialfar (1973) have 
estimated the revenue from such a tax. The rationale for this proposal rests in 
part on the direct revenue effect-a kind of foreign aid tied to emigration flows- 
and in part on desirable indirect effects on the economies of the LDCs. including 
those spelled out in the Bhagwati-Hamada analysis. 

Our earlier work,2 while it embodies all the neoclassical assumptions questioned 
by Bhagwati and Hamada, also provides some support for the migration tax 

*The underlying research for this paper was supported bjr National Science Foundation 
Grant No. SOC74-19459. The authors are indebted to Jagdish Bhagwati for many useful 
comments and suggestions. 

J&e especially Grubel and Scott (1966) and Johnson (1967). The marginal analysis under- 
lying these conclusions has teen criticized by Berry and Sotigo (1969). 

ZMcCulIoch and Yellen (1971). 
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proposal. There, we assume that flexible wages 1 maintain full employment of 
both skilled and unskilled labor, and skilled worker are free to migrate whenever 
net returns to doing so are positive. A tax on rnii ration is shown to lower the 
domestic skilled wage by the amount of the ta> reduce the fraction of the 
population acquirirg education, decrease the perce rtage migrating, and increase 
.he wages of unsk&d workers. Where each indivi Dual pays the average cost of 
education (despite :issumed differences in ‘nativ ability’ which show up as 
differences in the ccst of education), net earnings of skilled and unskilled workers 
are equal, and both groups thus gain as a result ( f the tax on migration. This 
outcome reflects the inefficiency of the initial equili rium. Where each individual 
pays the average cost cf education, there will be ove investment in education and 
an associated loss in national welfare unless entry s restricted. The migration 
tax is a second-best policy which lowers private re urns to education by pulling 
down the ski!led wage rate. Thr, ‘c reduces overinve! .ment in education and thus 
produces a welfare gain for labor. 

In this paper we modify our previous neoclassic .l approach to allow for un- 
employed skilled and unskilled labor in the ‘mot ern’ sector of a developing 
Economy. Wage determination in the modern set or embodies the Bhagwati- 
IJamada suggestion of administratively determined wagr: rates which for skilled 
workers emulate the compensation of foreign workr t-s, and for unskilled workers 
emulate the compensation ofdo nestic skilled work rs. However, we make these 
sticky wage rates themselves endogenous variables in the system, withdemands for 
high wages moderated by the level of unemploy nent. We also incorporate 
possibilities of factor complementarity and substitt tion through use of a three- 
factor production process. The stock of capital in the modern sector is endo- 
gtnous, allowing f+>r longer-run impact of emigratic n policy cn new investment. 
In the traditional sector, unskilled labor is the only variable factor, and flexible 
wages ensure full employment. 

Our analysis has mixed implications for the e nigration tax proposal. As 
suggested bv Bhagwati-Dellalfar and Bhagwati-J amada, the tax is likely to 
raise the income of those left behind, both through reduction in the number of 
workers acquiring education and through the reven e effect of the tax. However, 
t&al labor earnings (gross of educational expend tures) will, under plausible 
assumptions, fall. And other effects on t9:e LDC em onomy are also worrisome. 
The wage rate of domestic skilled workers rises, al ng with the skilled employ. 
nent rate, while the wage rates of unskilled worker: in both the modern nd the 
t r.aditional sector fall. Thus, domestic income inequ Jity, measured eithcu by the 
skilled-unskilled wage differential or by the gap bc tween expected earnings of 
skilled and unskilled workers, is exacerbated. A fur her disturbing consequence 
is that the migration tax causes ‘demodernization’ - he size of the modern sector 
labor force declines and output may also fall, wh Ee in the traditional sector, 
employment and output increase. Jf, as often argr ed, labor in the traditional 
sector receives more thcsrl Its marginal product, dcl modernization reinforzes the 
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existing misallocation of labor between sectors and national welfare is corres- 
pondingly reduced. 

On the basis of these findings, we conclude that the migration tax is a mixed 
blessing. It must be paired with internal redistribution or other palliatives if 
increased domestic income inequality is to be avoided. 

2. The model 

We consider two sectors: a modern sector employing L1 skilled workers, L, 
unskilled workers, and Kunits of internationally mobile capital; and a traditional 
sector employing A?& unskilled workers along with fixed supplies of land and 
capital. Output in the modern sector is given by 

x = WlJ2, K), (1) 

where 1” is a linear homogeneous production function satisfying the usual neo- 
classical conditions. Traditional sector output :is given by 

T = W-r), G' > 0, G" < 0. (3 

The diminishing marginal product of labor reflects our assumption of fixed land 
and capital in the traditional sector. Both goods are traded at fixed international 
prices and measured in units such that pT/pX = 1. 3 

Following the formulation of Bhagwati and Hamada (1974), the skilled wage 
rate is fixed by ‘international emulation’ and associated union or government 
action. However, in view of the threat to social stability posed by high unemploy- 
ment rates, the strength of the emulation effect also depends on the percentage 
e 1 of available skilled workers actually finding employment. Thus 

*1 = A ‘(w{, e,), A: > 0, A: > 0, (3) 

where w, is the wage set for domestic skilled labor and w{ is the corresponding 
wage rate abroad. Similarly, fixing of the modern sector unskilled wage rate w2 
represents a tradeoff between emulation of the wages of skilled workers (the 
‘leap-frogging’ process) and sociai instability produced by high unemployment 
rates. Thus, 

It’ 2 = A2(*, f e2), A: > 0, n; > 0, 

where e2 is the percentage of unskilled workers actually finding employment. 

31f the traditional sector produces a nontraded good, shifts of resources between the two 
sectors will change relative prices and thus have important distributional implications in 
addition to those discussed in this paper. 
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The functions A I and AZ are homogeneous of degre I in the first argument, i.e., 
a rise in the wage rate of the group emulated evokes . proportional change in the 
set wage w1 cr w2. The traditional sector wage is as umed to be flexible, adjust- 
ing to mainta:in full employment in that sector. 

The third factor used in the modern sector, cap ::al, is assumed to be inter- 
nationally mobile with a required rate of return r. I tis required return depends 
on considerations such as the rate of return elsewhen , taxation, risk differentials, 
and the cost of information about investment oppo~ unities. The assumption of 
mobile capital, which is important to much of oc analysis, is based on the 
observation that foreign multinational tims typica ly provide the bulk of the 
capital used in the ‘modern’ sector of many develo Gng countries. In contrast, 
other writers frequently assume that the capital stc :k changes over time only 
through domestic saving. The usual argument that ir ternational capital markets 
are imperfect can be interpreted in our model as a 12 -gc differential betweet; the 
necessary rate of return r and similar rates in the d :veloped world.4 As noted 
earlier, the stock of capital available to the traditio-‘al sector is assumed fixed, 
presumably the result of past saving by the local popt j ation. 

The total (fixed) labor force Nis divided between sk lled and unskilled workers, 

.;q = N,+lv*. (5) 

Unskilled workers may be employed in the mode n sector, unemployed, or 
employed ir: the traditional sector, so 

IV2 = L,+U,+E,, (6) 

where LJ2 is the number of unemployed unskilled Yorkers. Similarly, skilled 
workers may be employed in the modern sector, unemployed, or working 
abroad, and 

Nl = L,+&+Z, 

where 1J, is the number of unemployed skilled work rs and 2 is the number of 
em [grant skilled workers. ’ The modern sector emplo: rnent rates e 1 and e2 9 used 
in the wage setting equations (3) and (49, and the car esponding unemployment 
rates are then given by 

PI = ~,l(N,--2) = I-U,I(N,-Z) = 1 -ul, (8) 

e z = WW, ---&I = 1 -U,,/lN,-L,) = I -u2. (9) 

4The assumption of a fixed rate r is most appropriaie in ti : case of zs small LDC which 
maintains an open-door policy toward foreign investment. OW analysis could be generalized 
by assuming that the country faces an upward-sloping supply of :apital schedule. 

5 It is assumed here that only skilled workers have the o:Tportul ity to emigrate. 
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Like Bhagwati and Hamada, we assume that individuals are risk-neutral and 
acquire education whenever the expected net return is positive. Similarly, un- 
skilled workers choose between modern and traditional sector employment on 
the basis of expected earnings. These two assumptions can be expressed as 

wT = w,L,/(N,-L,) = wlLI/N1 +(w{-M)Z/N, --II-*, 

where WT is the wage rate in the traditional sector, hd is the private cost of 
migration and k* is the private cost of education.6 

The expected earnings of a skilled worker are an average of the modern sector 
skilled wage, weighted by the probability that a skilled worker will find employ- 
ment there, and the wage paid to emigrant skilled workers (net of migration cost), 
weighted by the probability of emigrating. The expected net income of a skilled 
worker is equal to expected earnings less the private cost of education. We take 
skilled workers as a group to be homoger,eous, so that each individual has the 
same probability of finding modern sector employment or of migrating, in each 
case equal to the average for the group as a whole.7 Using eqs. (8) and (9), the 
expected income conditions can be rewritten as* 

w+‘J = WT, W) 

w2e2 - w,e,(N, -2)/N, +(w$-M)Z/N, -k*. (11) 

As a result of profit maximization by momdern sector firms, marginal prod.ucts 

‘In equilibrium, education and emigratica <,;\re undertaken prior to the working lift of the 
individual. M and k* should be interpreted as &,rnorrized costs, i.e., annual payments eqlliva.ent 
to the total lump-sum cost of emigration an6 education. The endogeneity of the suppl:r of 
skilled labor is crucial to the results of the modt:l. 

‘Similarly, we take the probability of a giver, skilled worker finding modern sector emydoy- 
ment in a particular period to be the average for the entire modern sector skilled labcr fierce, 
and indopndent of his previous employment history. Hence, a currently unemployed sk.illed 
worker has the same expected future income aa an employed skilled worker. We assul.?c that 
the expected gross earnings of a nonmigrant skilled worker, wlel , exceed w2e2, so th,lt no 
educated individuals choose to seek unskilled employment. However. see Bhagwati (1372) and 
Bhagwati and Srinivasan (1975) for an alternate trea.tment. 

8It is also illuminating to express !he expected income condition in the form 

wLe2- w,e, -t-k* = ((w~J’- M)- w,eJZ/iV. 

The left-hand side is the differential between the expected wage of an unskilled worker and the 
expected net earnings of a nonmigrent skilled worker; the right-hand side is the diffet:ential 
between the net earnings of an emigrmt and a nonmigrant skilled worker, weighted by the 
probability of being able to emigrate. For the expected net returns to unskilled and skilled 
workers (including migrants) to be equal, the expected net earnings of nonmigrant skilled 
workers must fall shor! of those of unskilled workers by an amount which compensates for 
the contribution of emigrants’ net inccme to expected skilled earnings. Since wzcz - wlel + 
k* > CD and w2e2- wlel < 0 by assumption (see footnote 7). k* must exceed the difference 
between gross expected earnings of domeslc ski!led and unskilled workers, i.e. k* > 
WlCl - w2e2. 
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are equated! to factor prices.: 

wh,L~, K) = Wl, (12) 

F,(L, , L,, .Kj -= wq , 

F&, L2, K) = r. 

(13) 

(14) 

Linear homogeneity of F implies that only two of these three equations are 
independert. 

From (IO), the actual wage in the traditional secti r is equal to the expected 
unskilled v/age in the modern sector. Traditional ~1 ctor employment is then 
determined by 

C’(L.J = e2wzI 

if labor is paid its marginal product in the traditional s ‘ctor, or by 

G/Lr = e2w2, 

(154 

j15b) 

if labor receives its average product.g Total labor sup1 ly to the modern sector is 
given by 

~-k-z = (N,-Z)+(N,--LT). 

The model thus consists of fourteen independent equatic ns in fourteen unknowns : 

X,T,L,,Lz,K,w,,w,,e,,e2,N,,hi2,U1,Uz,anIL,.Thevaluesofthese 
variables depend on the parameters wi, N, Z, M, k* and r. In the ;following 
section we derive by substitution a simplified three- :quation version of this 
system, which is then used to investigate the effects oft langes in the parameters 
on the key variables. 

3. Determination of equilibrium wage rates and skilled abor supply 

Frc:x the model presented in section 2, we c;-Ln der ve by substitution three 
relationships which together determine w, , w2, and N. . For any given value of 
N,, the first relationship indicates combinations of ! j1 and w2 (and implied 
employment rates) which are consistent with the wage Determination equations 

gIt is often asserted that workers in traditional agriculture ret :ive wagei. in excess of their 
marginal product as -* result of joint owners;?ip of land by fami f or community groups. See 
Fei and Ranis (1964). 
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and availability of education a.t a given private COSE. The second det.ermines 
values of W, and w2 which are consistent with profit maximization by firms when 
capital is mobile. The third relationship indicates combinations of wl, w2, and 
N1 such that expected unskilled earnings in the mod.ern and traditional sectors are 
equated. 

To derive the first relationship, we begin with the wage determination equa- 
tions, (3) and (4), linking wages and employment rates. These may alternatively 
be expressed as 

e1 = ww,, 4, B: > 0,B; < 0, (3’) 

e2 = B2h, wz>, Bf<O,B,2>0. (4') 

Eq. (11) can now be rewritten as 

w2B2(w1, wJ = w,Bi(wy,> w()(N,-Z)/iV,+(w{-M)Z/N,-k*. 

Cl@ 

This equation combines the effects of emulation and induced employment rates 
in wage setting with access to education at a fixed price k*. 

A second relationship between w1 and w2 is imposed by profit-maximizing 
behavior on the part of firms in the modern sector, who face an exogenously 
determined required rate of return on capital. The linear homogeneity of F 
allows us to express the production function in the intensive form, 

= ml/K L,IK) = f(4, b), (1’) 

where I, and I2 are the ratios of skIlled and unskilled labor to capital in modern 
sector production, and 

Fl = .fl(l,, Ii!) = ~‘1, (12’) 

F2 = f2(11, I,) = w2. (13') 

These two equations can be used 10 solve for I, and I, : 

(17) 

(18) 

(19) 
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w% = 42 = -.fdfilf*2- %>, 

qi2/aw, = I,, = -fi,I(filfw-f:2) = L 

a,pwz = i,z =fl*l(filf*z-fA~ < 0. 

Profit malximization also implies 

r;, = r = f-f111 -f&, 

or 

Eq. (23) provides a : econd basic relationship between w 1 and w2. For a fixed 
value of T, different&ion of (23) yields 

drrlJdw, = -4/l,. (29 

This implies a unique incerse relationship between w1 and t:r2 for a given rate df 
return. Tb.us zt policy change which does not affect r must move w1 and w2 In 
opposik directions. lo 

To complete the system we need a third equation relati IS wl, w2, and N, . 
For this purpose we begin with the identity 

&1(&I = W,-WI(N, -21. 

Using the constraint 

N,+N2 = R, 

this becomes 

e,Z&&) = (iS-A’, --t,)/(N, -2). 

The ratios f,, tZ, cg, and 4~~ can all be expressed as functions of w i, w2, and 
exogenorrs variables. From eq. (I 5a) we have 

C’(L,) = wT = w2ez = w,B2(w,, w,), 

“IIt should be noled also that capital mobility implies that, for given w tge rates, iI and iz are 
determined (sod thus L1/Lz = 11/l& but not the actual employment level: LI and L2 separately. 
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so that Lr can also be expressed in terms of w1 and w2 with’ 1 

=-rPWl = &I. = w,B:/G" > 0, (25) 

%Pw2 = LT2 = (e,+ w2B;)/G" < 0. (26) 

Thus we have 

Nl = ((N-L&e2 +Z~2elYU2el +he,), (27) 

where the right-hand side depends only on w 1, wp , and the exogenous varia’bles. 
We now have three equations, (16), (23), and (27), which can be solved for 

w I, w2, and N, in terms of the parameters. To determine the effects of parameter 
changes, the system is differentiated totally (see the appendix). The qualitative 

Table 1 

Effects of changes in exogenous variables on wl, w2, and N1. 

dwl dWZ dN1 
__ --_- 

-I- :z” - 4- + 
dN f -I- 
dw/ ?” r 
dr -ifFlt20’ 

;: if epl(wJ31 ‘) 2 (N, -Z)elwI/(ZwIf) 
-ifFz32P . 

dk+ -I- 

n w1 and w2 must move in opposite directions. 

effects of changes in each of the exogenous variables on wl, wz, and N, are 

summarized in table 1. Corresponding changes in other endogenous variables 
can be calculated from dwr , dw, , and dN1 . Expressions for these changes in the 
case of a migration tax are presented in table 2. 

4. Effects of a migration tax 

Using the results of the previous section, we can now examine in detail the 
effects of a. migration tax on an economy experiencing a net outflow of skilled 
workers. In our analysis the size of the outflow 2 is taken as exogenous. In effect, 
we assume that sufficient barriers to emigration already exist so that emigration 
does not represent a marginal de::ision - i.e., there remains a positive net return 
to migration. This assumption is consistent with present policies used by most 

“When traditional sector labor is paid its average product (15b), LT can again be expressed 
in terms of wl and wz; LrI and Lrz have the same signs as indicated. 

E 
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Table 2 

Effects of a rise in the cost of emigration. 
-- 

Effect 

dw,/dM = -Z&J/A 
dwz/dM = ZIIJIA 
deJdM = -Z12JBl’IA 
deJdM = ZJVlA 
dNJdM = (ZlllA){e2R- F33/QlI I- Klz2B1 ‘/e1+K12 V/e2) 
dL,ldM = 
dY[dM = 

Sign 

+ 
-- 
+ 

dY*/dM = 

- ZJR/r + 
(-Z/A):‘(DD+E’-k*)(l,e2R-F~~/Q)+Kl~l~B~’(c!zH+kl~)/el 
-lZKV<eIH-kZl)/ez} 
(-Z/A)~(2DD+E’-k*)(lIe~R-F33/Q)+l~l&BI’(2e~Hflz(E +k*))/eI ? 
+(12KB22H/wlea)(2DDZ,$Il(~‘-k*)+(N~/(N~-L~)-1)w~J) 
-‘- J(l,I,K+ llelN1)) ? ~__ _. 

dKldM = (J~/A)~(e~F~~-e~Ft~)/Q+elezR-Klllze~B~’/e1+Kl~e,V/ez) ? 
dX/dM = (Z/QA){r(elF13- ezF&-F33(eIwI-ezwz)+FQ(ele#K+Ize. V/e* 

-l&e2B11/el)) ? 
dL,ldM = (elllZIA)(-F33/11Q+e2R-Kl~l~e~B~’le12-tKizVlez) ? 
dLJdM = (e21~Zld)(F~3/1~Q+eIR_K1112B11/el+Klze, V/ez2} ? 

A = FssIQ- DDe211R+ V(1112KDD/e~+NIw2J)-~111~~~DD+wtJ)/el --llNlczJ < 0 
J = eJ,+eli2 > 0 - 2 Tl-lILT2 > 0 

H= w,ll+wll; > 0 DD = wle2-wlel+k* :. 0 
Q = F11F22-F122 > 0 V = lIB22-12B12 > 0 

developed countries to restrict the inflow of skilled workers from a:rroad. While 
the returns to emigration are reduced by a tax, this reduction may no be sufficient 
to deter even the marginal emigrant. 

4.1. Wage rales and employment 

As indicated by table 1, a rise in the cost oi.” emigration (as a resul: of a tax or 
other similar measure) increases the domestic skilled wage, reduce! the supply 
of skilled labor, and lowers the unskilled vuage. From eqs. (3’) aid (4’), the 
percentage e, of skilled workers finding empl :byment is seen to rise, vvhile that of 
modern sector unskilled workers must fall. ‘-he fall in expected modern sector 
earnings of unskilled labor, resulting from both a fall in the set wag{’ arch in the 
employment rate, pujhes some unskilled lab, lr back into the traditic ma1 sector. 
As a consequence of the tax, a smaller sktiled labor class thus e;‘.rns higher 
expected incomes, while a larger unskilled labor class earns lower expected 
incomes, whether in the modern or the traditional sector. I2 

’ 2The effects of a tax which also deters some potential emigrants should be analyzed by 
treating Z as an explicit function of the net returns to emigration. See McCulloc I and Yellen 
(1974) for details of this approach. As indicated in table 1, a rise in M and %n exogenous 
reduction in Z have the same qualitative consequences for wl , w2, and NI . Hence a policy 
which combines a reduction in immigration quotas with the migration tax tends to reinforce 
the efkc?s achieved by the tax alone. 
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These surprising results can best be understood in terms of eq. (16). The 
migration tax reduces the net income of emigrant skilled workers and thus the 
expected returns to education. Therefore iV1 must fall. At given wage rates, the 
reduction in IJ, and the corresponding rise in N, raise el and lower e2. Through 
the wage setting relationships w1 is pushed upward, while w2 tends to fall. This 
fall in w2 is reinforced by the inverse relationship between skilled and unskilled 
wage rates for a given rate of return on capital. 

The consequences of the tax for employment and unemployment levels are, 
however, ambiguous. As a result of the altered wage structure, the number of 
sk.illed workers employed and total modern sector employment (skilled plus 
unskilled) tend to fall. Sufficient conditions for L, and L, +L, to fall are: (a) the 
elasticity of the skilled wage demand with respect to the skilled employment rate 
is at least as high as the corresponding elasticity for the unskilled wage demand, 
and (b) e, 2 e2. The likely reduction in modern sector employment is offset at 
least in part by an increase in traditional sector employment; thus the total 
number of unemployed workers in the economy as a whole may rise or fall. 

The results in table 1 indicate that in our model a tax on migration and an 
increase in the private cost of education have exactly the same effects on w 1 , w2, 

and N, . This is true because both changes affect the variables in the model only 
by reducing the expected net income of skilled workers. ’ 3 However, the ex post 

distributional consequences are not identical. i4 Where migration is taxed, the 
e.xpected returns to education fall, but only migrants actually receive lower net 
incomes; the incomes of domestic skihed workers rise. The migration tax there- 
fore reduces the gap between the earnings of emigrant and domestic skilled 
workers. Where the private cost of education is increased, however, the differential 
betweer the earnings of migrants and nonmigrants falls by less, since the increalse 
in cost affects both groups equally. Thus, the migration tax is more effective in 
reducing the inequality of actual incomes earned between emigrant and domestic 
skilled workers. 

4.2. Incorne 

We have seen that the emigration tax increases domestic income inequality 
while reducing the gap between incomes earned by emigrant and domestic skilled 
workers. It is also worth considering the effects of the tax :?olicy on aggregate 
income measures, (Because of our assumption that 2 remains fixed, per capita 

I 31f the number of emigrants Z were determined endogenously, a rise in M, the cost of 
migration, would affect not on!;y the decision to acquire skills but also the decision to migrate. 
When, as here, Z is determined exogenously, the migration tax has effects on expected earnings 
exactly equivalent to those of increasing the part of educational costs which are borne by those 
acquiring skills. 

14While ex ante returns to education are identical for all (by assumption), there is an ex post 
distribution of outcomes, as some skilled workers emigrate, others are employed domestically 
or unemployed. 
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and total income move together.) One interesting measure of nationa income 
accruing directly to residents of the country is modem sector labor incc,me plus 
total traditional sector income, less educational expenditures. Thus we define 

where I#?(N,) is the social cost of education. l5 We exclude from this measure the 
income earned by capital in the modern sector because this capital is 1ikeSy to be 
owned by foreigners. ’ 6 However, modern sector capital may affect rational 
welfare through the indirect channel of revenue from taxation of profits. For this 
reason, we analyze below the probable effects on the size of the equilibrium 
capital stock, as a proxy for the change in tax revenue derived. 

The change in Y induced by the emigration tax is 

dY = d(w,e,(N,-Z))+d(w,e,(N,-~))+G’dL,-E’dN,. 128) 

The last term in (28) measures the resources saved as a result of reduced educa- 
tional expenditures. The first three terms reDresent the changes in modern sector 
skilled labor earnings, modern sector unskilled labor earnings, and total tradi- 
tional sector income, respectively. The sum of these three changes may be posi- 
tive or negative. A sufficient condition for the sum to fall is that the elastic.:ity of 
the skilled wage demand witl. respect to the skilled employment rate be greater 
or equal to the corresponding elasticity for the unskilled wage demand. ’ ’ 1 n this 
case d Y may also be negative. 

The possibiiity of a fall in 1’ is increased if the traditional sector wage e> ceeds 
the marginal product of labor. Eq. (28) can be rewritten as 

dY = (IV,-Z)d(w,e,)+(N,-b)d(w,e,)+(w,e,-w,e,-E’:dN, 

+(G’-w,ez)dL,. 

The first term is positive and the second negative. The third term is positive :f the 

IsThis cost is pleasured in terms of either final output. Since both goods are traded inter- 
nationally at fixec prices, it makes no difference which good is ‘consumed’ in the educa, ional 
process. 

‘“in contrast, Bhagwati and Hamada (1974) include returns to capital in their measllre of 
income; the (fixed) stock of capital is sssumed to be domestically owned. 

“A slightly weaker sufficient condition is 
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social marginal cost of education, E’, exceeds the private cost k*. ’ * If traditional 
sector labor is paid its marginal product, then G’ = wze2, and the last term is 
zero. But if traditional sector labor is paid its average product, the last term is 
negative and depends on the extent to which the wage rate, wr = w2e2, exceeds 
the marginal product of labor in the traditional sector. This negative term in- 
dicates the economic loss resulting from a reflux of unskilled labor into the 
traditional sector. 

In addition to its consequences for resource allocation in production and 
education, the migration tax affects income directly through the tax proceeds. 
Thus we define 

dY* = dY+%dM, 

where dM is the increase in the cost of emigration corresponding to imposition 
of the migration tax. It is worth mentioning that some policies can act like a tax 
on emigration from the point of view of the potential drained brains, but yield 
no gain to those left behind. Lengthy administrative delays, typical both on the 
part of the LDC nations of emigration and the developed countries admitting 
immigrant brains, are a good example of this. Sufficient (but not necessary) 
conditions for Y* to rise as a consequence of the emigration tax are that E’ r 
k* and (a) Nr , the total number of skilled workers (including emigrants), is 
greater than Nz - Lr) the number of unskilled workers in the modern sector labor 
force, or (b) the elasticity of the skilled wage demand with respect to the skilled 
employment rate e, is no greater than the correspondi!rg elasticity for the 
unskilled wage demand, and skilled labor constitutes at least one third of the total 
modern labor force. lg 

4.3. Modern :yector capita’1 stock and output 

The size of the modern sector capital stock, and thus the base for taxation of 
profits, ” may rise or fall. The effect on the capital stock can be divided into two 
components. The reduction in the size of the modern sector labor force decreases 
capital require.ll, **ents for given wages and employment rates. In addition, the 
changed wage structure induces alterations in I, and Z2 which may reinforce or 
offset the scale effect. Su%cient conditions for the equilibrium capital stock of 
the modern sector to fall are: (a) FZs = a2F/aKaL2 < 0, i.e., an increase in L, 

‘This condition is likely to be satisfied unless there remain unexhausted scale economies in 
education, so that marginal cost is below average cost. 

’ 9More precisely, the sufficient condition is 

2112/tll+w~/(N*-z)-l) > (N,-L,)/(N,-z)-N~/(N~--LT). 

Z°Foreign-owned capital may also represent undesired dependence on external powers. 
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decreases the marginal product of capital,* ’ and (b) the elasticity of the skilled 
wage demand with respeGt to the skilled employment rate is at least as high as the 
corresponding elasticity for the unskilled wage demand. However, the scale erect 
may be outweighed by changes in factor proportions, yielding a rise in the capital 
stock. This is more likely to occur if L”,s < 0, i.e., capital and skilled labor are 
good substitu.tes in production, the elasticity of the skilled wage demand Gth 
respect to e, is low relative to the corresponding elasticity for the unskilled Rage 
demand, and the traditional sector production function exhibits strorgly 
diminishing returns to labor. 

Because modern sector employ~nent and capital stock may fall as a result of the 
tax, there is a corresponding tendency for modern sector output to be reduced. 
Conditions (a) and (b) above for a fall in K are also sufficient to guarantee a 
deciine in output. 

5, concIWions 

The analysis presented above raises important questions concerning the 
emigration tax proposal. As suggested by Bhagwati and Hamada (1974), the tax 
can increase national income when both educational expenditures and <ax 
revenue are taken into account. However, Bhagwati and Hamada do not C~XI- 
sider explicitly the efIects of the tax on wages and employment. In our mooLel, 
expected earnings of unskilled workers are adversely affected by the tax, while 
those of domestic skilled workers rise. This implies that income inequality, a 
focus of social unrest m many developing countries, may be increased by SUM a 
tax, On the other hand, the tax wouid reduce the ga,p between the earnings of 
domestic and emigrant skilled workers. 

The demodernization effect-diversion of labor from the modern to :he 
traditional sector - resulting from the tax may be accompanied by other m- 
desirable consequences. Associated with demodernization is the possibility of 
dec?ines in modern sector output, employment, and capital stock. The total 
number of workers unemployed may also rise. Further, if the traditional sec;tor 
wage exceed!. the marginal product of labor, demodernization aggravates ;he 
existing misallocation of labor between sectors. Thus we have shown that an 
emigration tax would have far-reaching economic implications, even when !:he 
volume of emigration is usaffected. 

Differentiation ofeqs. (Iti), (23), and (25) yields 

Z’A weaker sufficient condition is 
e1F13 -e&3 > 0, 

which is automatically satisfied if Fz3 c 0. 
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I 
DD Nlw213~-(Nl -Z)(e, +w,B:) We2 + w2B2) 
0 11 12 

e J2 +e2Zl (Nl -UE2 lel + !,B:) +LTllle2 (N, -Z)Z2 2e1 +LT2Zle2 

-W~--LT)VI~~~+~~~~) 

I 
-(Ai -~dU12e2-WC_) 

where: 

((N, -Z)w,B;+Z)dw&--ZdM+FDdZ- N1 dk*- 

-dr , 

Z,e,dm-Z,Bj(N,-Z)dw{+Z2e1dZ _ 

DD = w2e2-w,el+k*, 

FD = (w{-At)-w,e,, 

and the other variables are defined as in sections 3 and 4. We solve this system to 
obtaiu the entries in table 1. The values of dw,/dM, dw,/dM, and dN‘JdA4 are 
then used to derive the entries in *able 2. In simplifying these expressions, we 
make use of the following relationships between F(L I, L,, K) and f(ZI , I,) = 

F/K: 

F 11 =.ftrIK:‘, 

F 12 = F21 =&2/K =f21/K, 

F3 3 = U,zfi 1+ Gf2 2 + W2f 12)K 

F 13 =Fsl= -(Z,f,,+hf,,)/K, 

F FS2= 23 = -U2.f22+~lfl*YK* 
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